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Title: Immigration Law Handbook
Author:
Publisher: LexisNexis 2018
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-0698-5125-6

International Criminal Law 774-Professor C. Jackson
Title: Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Law of Treaties 849-Professors Duruigbo
Title: Professor wills Provide Material

Immigration & Criminal Law 777-Professors Mirza
Title: Professor wills Provide Material
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HEALTH - LAW 787 –Professors K. Moore
Title: Health Care Law and Ethics
Author: Hall\Bobinski\Orentlicher
Edition: 8th
Publisher: Aspen
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-807-3550711

Remedies-LAW 706 –Professors Leal
Title: Equitable Remedies, Restitution and Damages
Author: Kovacic-Fleischer & Love & Nelson
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West
Required: Required
ISBN: 978-0-0314194930

Employment Discrimination 825–Professors Smith
Title: (Casebook Materials on Equality in the Workplace
Author: Avery
Edition: 8th
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0314190949
Employment Discrimination 825–Professors Smith
Title: Employment Discrimination Law Supplement-Statutory
Supplement-Softbound
Author: Avery
Edition: 7th-2013
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-3-14265128

Death Penalty II-LAW 830 –Professors Otero
Title: Casebook & Materials
Author: Nina Rivkind and Steven Shatz
Edition: Latest
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 978-0-314-19956-0

Independence Research LAW 802 –Professors Mouton
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780314146311

Independence Research LAW 802 –Professors Mouton
Title: Scholarly Writing for Law Students
Author: Fajans
Edition: Latest Edition
Publisher: West
Required: Yes
ISBN: 9780314207203